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Demmeler -
at home in any industry 32

Structural steel engineering

Pipeline Construction

Sheet metal working

Machine and systems engineering

Cabin construction

Aerospace industry

Construction equipment industry

Vehicle construction

Making of prototypes

Food processing industry

General Fabrications

Leussink Engineering A state-of-the-art facility in Unanderra, is a 
real success stories in the Illawarra’s manufacturing sector having 
developed specialised skills that are in high demand, especially
in Australia’s booming resources sector.
In Leussink’s case size doesn’t matter. Leussink can handle very
small components and at the same time regularly service 80-tonne
plate leveller assemblies for nearby rolling plants. Leussink 
Engineering is a company on the move. In October 2010 Leussink 
installed $2 million Zayer machining centre from Europe the
most advanced machine of its class available in Australia allowing
Leussink to offer a far more accurate machining service for
larger components than previously available.

“This results in production of a higher quality, with less wastage,
less environmental impact and lower maintenance costs.”
Leussink also has a partnership with the German Demmler
Corporation for the construction of innovative industrial work 
tables called the Demmler Modular Clamping System.
Ray and Jason Leussink say while the reasons for the company’s
location in Wollongong are historic, it still makes perfect sense.
“BlueScope Steel is a big client, and the Leussink facility is also 
close to the surrounding mines and mine service suppliers. Sydney 
Airport is only an hour up the road so we can

Rail Systems

Large Assemblies
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Structural steel engineering 

Demmeler -
railing construction in record time

Demmeler application

Demmeler - The right solution
for each pipe diameter

Pipeline Construction

Demmeler application

Our customers include 
public works, water 

works, energy suppliers, 
chemical industries, etc.
It is no longer necessary 
to weld pipes in very bad 

conditions at building 
sites. Instead, they 

can now be built with 
the help of CAD data, 

weld in the factory and 
merely assembled at the 

building site.
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Pipeline Construction Cont.

Demmeler applicationDemmeler application

Demmeler -
delivers on pipe production 

Demmeler pipe clamp
Demmeler plate flange adaptor 

Any sized assembly can be configured using the 
Demmeler clamping system
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Demmeler application

Sheet metal working 

Demmeler -
gets your machine in shape

Demmeler application

Gen. machine and systems engineering

Demmeler - 
indispensable in many industries

Demmeler application



Aerospace industry
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Cabin construction

Versatile -
through modular design

Demmeler application

Demmeler application

Device for helicopter tail boom

Construction equipment industry

Demmeler application
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Vehicle construction

Go for it -
with Demmeler

Demmeler applicationDemmeler application

Making of prototypes

Frame for electric car

A great number of vehicle manufacturers,
when it comes to the making of prototypes,
rely on the merits of the Demmeler 3D
clamping system.

This means you have shorter development
times and thus save costs.

Demmeler application

Demmeler application
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Food processing industry

Demmeler -
enjoy our diversity

Demmeler application Demmeler application

Source: KRONES AG Source: KRONES AG Original Demmeler welding jig-
for precise-fit workpices

Demmeler application
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large assemblies

Demmeler -
takes on any size job

Sub-assemblies of large tube machine gantry

Fixture for Caterpiller D-10 bulldozer blade

Final assembly of large tube machine gantry
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general fabrications

Accessibility -
get amongst it

20’ long base for a milling machine column fixtured on 
two 1500 x 3000mm (5’ x 10’) joined tables.

Perfect systems stand out through 
their simplicity with almost unlimited 

applications. Whether difficult angle frames, 
guarding or interconnections are involved, 
the Demmeler 3D-system simultaneously 

leads the way and is the standard.

The fixture is built within 
a short time because of a 
logical system and good 

documentation
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Manufacturer of industrial gates uses 60’ long rail 
system to accurately locate tables anywhere.

Multiple tables on 100’ rail system positioned to locate 
base of a rail car.

rail systems

Sensibility -
don’t go off the rails Table combinations on base rails. Base and clamping rails in length 0.8M, 1.2M 

& 2M are set in the required lengths and widths. Distance from rail to rail is 
1000mm, hole distance 100mm. Using the PC bolts, the work tables are:

A. infinitely adjustable
B. Firmly anchored to the base raols.
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Mission statment

Welcome to the family

“To adopt the disipline of operational 
excellence as a standard. To be the 
industry benchmark in customer 
intimacy and service provision. To 
secure our company growth with 
precision in product, price and 

performance.”

C&M Leussink Engineering
16 -18 Doyle Ave
Unanderra NSW 2526

Phone: +61 2 4260 7777
Fax: +61 2 4210 7316

Email: info@leussink.com.au
Web: www.leussink.com.au

Kenley Leussink
Managing Director

Our ultra modern office complex and 
more than 4000 square metres of 
undercover workshop greets you when 

you first arrive at Leussink’s.

If that’s not expressive enough, inside are 
some of the most modern manufacturing 
machines available in the world today.

Leussink Engineering utilises the latest 
technology to ensure our competitive 
advantage. By constantly improving 
technology, we are able to remain leaders 

in our industry.

For more information give us a call or 
visit our web site.

Introduction


